integraRF

Radio Frequency Technology
The use of Radio Frequency (RF) technology for the warehouse is
growing. You need access to your information from anywhere in your
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warehouse! integraSoft’s RF Mobile Warehouse solution provides
your staff the access they need to answer their important questions
from any location in your warehouse. integraRF offers a number of
RF-based capabilities to improve productivity and increase inventory
accuracy.

BENEFITS OF RF SCANNING


Increase Productivity



Eliminate Picking Errors



Real-Time Tracking of Bin Movement



Recognize Real-Time Quantity Receiving



Improve Cycle Count Efficiency

PACK & SHIP – VERIFY CUSTOMER ORDER CONTENTS
Use this feature during picking or after your picking function is complete. Use an Order-Verification step during your
packing process to ensure all items were picked correctly. After the verification step is performed, the packer is notified
of any discrepancies. If an item is shipped short and it appears it is in stock, your packer has the ability to handle this
error immediately.

ENTER & RECEIVE PURCHASE ORDERS
During the Purchase Orders Receiving process, you can scan the bar coded products, confirm the items, and ensure the
quantities matched what was shipped.

PUT AWAY
Use the integraERP RF Mobile software to move your product from the receiving location to the Picking or Overflow
locations.

CYCLE COUNT
Based on rules you set up, the integraERP software determines which
products should be counted. Use the integraRF software to count the
selected Bin Locations.
Simply scan the product Bar Code and enter the quantity. The easy-to-use
integraRF software will improve cycle count efficiency and accuracy of your
counts.
Maximize warehouse efficiency,
increase productivity and
improve accuracy with the key
concepts of integraRF.
Real-time data capture at the
origination point of the
transaction.

VERIFY & RECEIVE WAREHOUSE TRANSFERS
During the Warehouse Transfer Shipping process, you can scan the bar coded
products, confirm the items were properly picked, and ensure the quantities
match what was ordered.

When the order arrives at your remote warehouse,
simply scan the bar coded products, confirm the
quantities, and easily receive the merchandise into
the receiving inventory.

Improve accuracy of both your
employees and status of your
inventory quantities and
locations.

PRODUCT LOCATION / BIN MOVEMENT
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The placement of your product in your warehouse is not stationary. Your
product is changing locations all the time. integraRF has capabilities that
allow your system to keep up with these movements. Easily scan the product
and scan the location you are moving it to. The location change is logged realtime in your integraERP system.
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SETUP UPC/CROSS REFERENCE CODES
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You can use the integraRF technology to setup your UPC/Cross Reference
codes. Enter your product number and scan the UPC/Cross Reference
number. The UPC is now recorded real-time in your integraERP system for all
users to see.

CAPABILITIES THAT GROW WITH YOUR COMPANY
integraSoft is here to help you, reduce shipping errors, improve customer satisfaction through accurate shipping, and
lower warehouse costs through more efficient processes. You can transition each warehouse function individually or
all at one time. integraRF is designed to grow with your needs. Contact us today to learn more about our
comprehensive implementation plan for you.
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